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REVIVE LOGO
There are a few variations of the logo that
can be used in different contexts.

This is the main Revive logo. It can be used with or without the IFES Europe logo
depending on the context, and is available in various formats.

White

Black

Grayscale

USING REVIVE LOGO ALONGSIDE PARTNER LOGOS
When partner logos are also used, they should be used alongside the IFES Europe logo like
the example below. Partner logos should never be used without the IFES Europe logo.
DO

DON’T

PARTNER
LOGO

PARTNER
LOGO
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USING THE LOGO
Here are a few helpful dos and don’ts to
bear in mind when using the logo.

DO GIVE THE LOGO SPACE AROUND IT.

DON’T USE THE LOGO TOO SMALL.
CHECK LEGIBILITY BEFORE PUBLISHING.

DON’T STRETCH THE LOGO.
DO USE THE LOGO ON BACKGROUNDS
WHERE IT CAN EASILY BE SEEN.

DON’T CHANGE THE COLOUR OF THE LOGO.

DON’T USE THE LOGO ON AN OVERLY BUSY
BACKGROUND. CHECK THE CONTRAST.
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REVIVE FONTS
For Revive we use the standard IFES
fonts Montserrat and Open Sans.

1. MONTSERRAT

To be used for titles, headings and bits of text you want to stand out.
Often works best in capitals. Available to download for free at:
www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/montserrat

2. OPEN SANS

To be used for body text. Available to download for free at:
www.fontsquirrel.com/fonts/open-sans
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REVIVE COLOURS
Revive uses IFES Blackcurrent & IFES Europe as primary colours,
with IFES Eurasia & IFES MENA as secondary colours. In general,
these should be the only colours used as they represent the
regions most likely to be present at Revive.

PRIMARY COLOURS
To be used as the main colour palette.
(e.g. headings, blocks of text, building block of any designs)

IFES Europe
c0 m50 y96 k0
r243 g146 b13
hex F3920D

IFES Blackcurrant
c100 m100 y30 k37
r37 g31 b79
hex 251F4F

SECONDARY COLOURS
To be used sparingly alongside the primary colours.
(e.g. highlights, extra graphic elements)
IFES Eurasia
c82 m78 y0 k0
r79 g72 b152
hex 4F4898

IFES MENA
c66 m0 y94 k0
r97 g179 b61
hex 61B23D
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REVIVE FACETS
There are a number of design ‘facets’ that can be used to
compliment and enhance any designs.

DIAGONAL STRIPES (OVERLAP)
These can overlap the edges of pages to create dynamic
borders (as you can see at the top of the page).
AVAILABLE IN PRIMARY/SECONDARY COLOURS, AS WELL AS BLACK,
WHITE AND GRAYSCALE.

DIAGONAL STRIPES (STRAIGHT)
These can be used as dividers or in other places. For a variety
of examples, see the ‘brand in use’ page.
AVAILABLE IN THREE WIDTHS. EACH AVAILABLE IN PRIMARY/
SECONDARY COLOURS, AS WELL AS BLACK, WHITE AND GRAYSCALE.

SPLATTERS
These can be used in a variety of creative ways, including for
quotes, lists and page numbers (as seen below).
AVAILABLE IN THREE STYLES. EACH AVAILABLE IN PRIMARY/
SECONDARY COLOURS, AS WELL AS BLACK AND WHITE.

ROUGH DIVIDERS
These can be used as dividers if you want something a bit
more dynamic. See ‘brand in use’ page for examples.
AVAILABLE IN THREE STYLES. EACH AVAILABLE IN PRIMARY/
SECONDARY COLOURS, AS WELL AS BLACK AND WHITE.
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BRAND IN USE
DIAGONAL STRIPES
(OVERLAP)

ROUGH
DIVIDERS

SPLATTERS
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USING PHOTOS
It’s all about students, it’s all about the gospel.

MAKE A CONNECTION
Feature recognisable faces instead of crowds where faces are too
small to see. Images with people looking straight at the viewer give the
impression of visual communication. Show and communicate emotion,
rather than simply facts or events. If the piece is about a celebration,
use images of cheerful people; if the piece is about prayer, use images
of people in earnest prayer.
GO AHEAD – TAKE A GROUP SELFIE!
Take photos of what is happening where you are – and encourage
others to do the same. Capture yourselves and others with whatever
camera or phone you use. These authentic snapshots of student
ministry show IFES in action.
VALUE PHOTOGRAPHERS’ SKILL
If you know students or staff who are photographers (rather then just
people who take photos), they may well be happy to share their photos
and take photos for you, giving you many fantastic shots.
KEEP IT REAL
The main focus of our images should be our students (and staff) – except
in sensitive countries (see specific advice section). Avoid images of people
you don’t know from stock agencies (eg istockphoto.com): they look
staged and often promote a commercial view of beauty. And don’t just
use an image you have found online or on an image-sharing site (eg flickr.
com) – it may be illegal as well as dishonouring to the photographer.

AGEUP Peru students
happily squeezing into their
new office on campus.

CAPTION WHEN YOU CAN
A detailed caption can show that an image is from a real event – not a
stock photo.
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USING PHOTOS
It’s all about students, it’s all about the gospel.

DO UNTO OTHERS...
Using images of real people brings them exposure, so wherever
possible ask permission before using a person’s image. Do not use
images of mishaps or unfortunate expressions that could compromise
a person’s dignity or reputation. Be aware that what is an innocent
gesture in one culture may be offensive in another, so be sure to check
if in doubt.

GET THE ACTION SHOTS
Use images that clearly convey Christian community, discipleship
and evangelism. IFES is a fellowship, a family working together, so
show people in prayer, Bible study, teaching, worship, mission and
in fellowship.

SHOW MULTIPLE ETHNICITIES AND CULTURES
IFES spans the world and includes people of all cultures and ethnicities.
Where possible, show people from different continents on a global
scale, or different ethnic groups on a local scale.

PROTECT SENSITIVE AREAS
It is dangerous to be connected to a Christian organisation in some
countries and regions. ALWAYS check if you may use an image of
someone from a sensitive area and consider using anonymous images
instead.
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IFES Europe, 5 Blue Boar Street,
Oxford OX1 4EE, United Kingdom

/reviveeurope
/revive_europe
/reviveeurope

reviveeurope.org

